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ADVENTURE: MONGOLIA
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Joshua
Hutchins
commandeers
a converted
helicopter
gunship in
Mongolia and discovers
flies the size
of rats and
the biggest
trout he’s
ever seen!

BLENDING IN: Paul swears that modern
diving suits in camouflage patterns help
sneak up onto wary prey.
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ADVENTURE: MONGOLIA

(TOP) CITY IN THE MOUNTAINS: Flying over
Ulaanbaatar city

K

nown for its rugged steppes and
nomadic people, Mongolia is
also home to some of the world’s
largest trout. Wedged between
Russia and China, Mongolia has
endured a difficult and colourful
history. Its isolation and political
climate meant tourists only first
began to visit in numbers in the
1990s. Today the country has emerged as
one of the most tempting travel destinations
in the world. Once known primarily
for the exploits of the mighty emperor
Genghis Khan, who conquered most of
the known world in the 12th and 13th

(BOTTOM) FLY-FISHING HEAVEN: Hunting
Taimen on foot in the shallow river beds.

centuries, Mongolia is now fast gaining a big
reputation for its extraordinary fishing.
Taimen, found predominately in Russia
and Mongolia, are the largest trout species
(Salmonid family) in the world. After fishing
for trout my whole life, catching a taimen
on a fly was an experience I couldn’t miss.
Hooking up with Sweetwater Travel on
their annual taimen adventure, Robbie Lee
and I left Sydney in late September for
the Mongolian capital, Ulaanbaatar. The
country was a complete mystery to me and
apart from the hope of seeing giant taimen
exploding onto surface flies, we had no idea
what to expect.

Ulaanbaatar

Ulaanbaatar is the centre of a nowvibrant economy, boosted by intense mining
expansion. In contrast to the vast wilderness
and rugged mountains surrounding the city,
it’s a hive of activity. Home to nearly half
the country’s population, it has a unique mix
of businessmen, rural nomads and hipsters
(yes, the Mongolian version does exist).
Waking in our hotel, bleary-eyed from
the late arrival, I suggested we head into
town. It was important to check out the local
culture. A few quick directions and we were
on our way to the famous black market.
Sifting through the usual trinkets, we soon

“Once known primarily for the exploits of
the mighty Genghis Khan”
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DESTINATION: MONGOLIA

found exactly what we needed to blend
in: traditional Mongolian fox hats, legs
and tails still attached. Possibly ripped off,
and most likely victims of a practical joke,
Robbie and I proudly set off with our first
Mongolian purchase. Maybe the hats would
give us some local mojo for catching taimen.

The adventure begins

The rest of our fishing group, although
separated by countries and personalities,
had one thing in common – we’d all
travelled halfway around the world in
pursuit of a taimen on fly.
We left our hotel and at the next

(LEFT) 5-STAR CRIB: Who said camping was
tough? Inside our comfortable Gers.
(RIGHT) GREEDY GUTS: Taimen that gobbled down
a squirrel fly.

checkpoint were greeted by four men
in military attire, a former Soviet-era
MI-8 helicopter gunship crouched in the
background. The adventure had begun.
After our group and gear was loaded, the
chopper took off, heading north-east towards
the Russian border. Deafened by the drone
of the rotors, I kept my eyes glued to the
small portholes. Nomads herding stock,
wide, clear rivers, and forests embracing
the colourful change of season – the scenery
couldn’t be more majestic.
Finally, our destination appeared: the
Eg-Uur river system. Landing by the river,
we settled into our Mongolian ger camp.

Large round tents, covered by skins or felt,
the traditional gers are used as dwellings
by nomads on the Mongolian steppes. The
experience was as authentic as it gets. Each
morning and night, we enjoyed the comfort
and warmth of the ger with a pot stove
slowly heating up our room.

Squirrels & taimen

When arriving at a new fishing
destination, I tend to get a bit excited. My
mind goes into overdrive thinking of all
the possibilities and adventures ahead. Our
guides briefed us on the fishing, flies and
species that were available. They mentioned

(LEFT) LOCAL BREW: No fridge? No worries.
(RIGHT) SURROUNDED BY NATURE: The flying V.

“We’d all travelled halfway around the
world in pursuit of a taimen on fly”
Gear
In most of the protected fisheries

(TOP) RIVER MONSTERS: Massive pike
couldn’t resist our flies.

Floating lines are used for the dry fly
fishing. A fast-sinking fly line is also
handy for the deeper holes.
in Mongolia, the only fishing style
We used the same rig to chase
allowed by foreigners is fly fishing.
pike in the gin-clear
A single de-barbed fly assists a quick northern
backwaters of the river, while 4-5
and safe release of each fish.
weight fly fishing outfits with a
Taimen flies are large, not to
floating line are a fun inclusion to
mention the size of the fish, so 8-10
target lenok and grayling.
weight fly rods with shooting head
fly line tapers are recommended.

(MIDDLE) A GUIDE FAVOURITE: Mongolian
Camel cigarettes.
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ADVENTURE: MONGOLIA

IN THE BAG: Each taimen was carefully handles
and released with care.

taimen, lenok, northern pike, grayling and
perch – but I really only heard the first one
– I was after a taimen.
Bayra, one of our local guides, looked
through his fly box for options. This was
not a normal fly box. It included flies that
imitated large rodents, squirrels, and 20cm
fish. It was clear the taimen weren’t looking
for an entrée!
“Would you like to fish a surface fly or
sub-surface streamer?” Bayra asked. His
question was like asking a fat kid would he
like a carrot or chocolate cake. “Surface!”
we replied in unison.
With 140km of river system to explore by
jet boat, it was time to hit the water. With
big rods, big flies and hopes for a big fish,
Robbie and I made our casts from the boat
towards likely runs and edges. The basic

plan was to locate the best-looking water
with the speedboats, and either pull into
the banks to fish the runs, or slowly drift
the larger water from the centre of the river,
dragging a heavy anchor to slow the drift
and allow enough time to cover every piece
of likely water.
Then, all of a sudden, Boom! Robbie had
cast his fly and no more than five seconds
into the retrieve a taimen had launched
clear of the water to hit it. Being our first
strike, we were eager to see the fish in the
flesh. Full of fight, the 80cm beast finally
made its way to the bank. A beautiful
golden-brown specimen scattered sparsely
with black spots – it was a stunning fish.
Over the next six days we covered several
different areas of the river with an everchanging landscape. The lower sections of

“Would you like to
fish a surface fly or
sub-surface streamer?”
Bayra asked

the river were often wider, with slow-flowing
pools, oozing with large taimen vibes.
My biggest encounter came on the fourth
day. After being told all week that the
bigger fish would bite when the first cold
set in, we finally woke to our first frost.
Expectation was high.
The upper river section of our camp was
the most spectacular, the rugged steppes a
stark contrast to the open blue sky. As we
motored upstream, the mountains seemed to
grow in height and intensity, like shadows in
the late afternoon. When the valley finally
started to close in, Matt, our guide for the
day, stopped the boat and said it was time to
start fishing.
Unfortunately, what I thought was goodlooking ‘trout-water’ often didn’t prove to
be the best taimen holding spots. We found

DECISIONS, DECISIONS: A colourful array
of squirrel flies.

PICTURE PERFECT: Base camps don’t get any better.
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ADVENTURE: MONGOLIA

the bigger fish towards the tail-out sections
of larger pools and in areas without any
structure. However, towards the top section
of the river, as the water guzzled and carved
its way through large boulders, gaining
speed through each crevasse, the fish
responded differently.
We enjoyed a quick lunch anchored in
the middle of a large pool, then it was time
to make our way downstream. This looked
to be some of the most ‘fishy’ water we had
covered, with large boulders submerged in
the depth of the pool. My squirrel-skater
fly slowly pulsed along the surface until

it suddenly stopped. So did my heart as
I watched a huge shadow rising from the
depth to boil on the fly without actually
eating it. I continued to retrieve with varied
pauses, hoping to entice a take.
Twice more this fish, well over 1.3m,
boiled and circled the fly, clear as day.
Surprisingly ignorant of my yelling
encouragement to “eat it, eat it!”, the beast
eventually disappeared into the depths.
Even several fly changes couldn’t tempt it to
a rematch.
Filled with equal parts adrenaline and
disappointment, I continued to fish out the

rest of that pool. Barely five more casts and
another fish, this one a metre in length,
rose to my fly. This time, the fish hit the fly
and, without consuming, tailed the squirrel
imitation for another 10 metres, nosing it
along the surface.
Finally deciding it was time to eat, with
a huge surface explosion, he swallowed his
meal. Shaking with excitement, I managed
to land this mighty fish and witness the
beauty of another taimen. I was so thrilled
to have landed this fish, but will be forever
haunted by my encounter with the even
bigger one that got away!

Shaking with excitement, I managed
to land this mighty fish

Top
flies
Our preference was to fish surface patterns for taimen.

Large flies imitating rodents and ground squirrels were
the most popular. My most-used fly was the ‘Squirrel
Skater’.
Large sub-surface streamers also imitated the
taimen’s sub-surface diet of fish. A favourite for me was
the ‘Game Changer’, tied with several segments giving
the prefect articulation of a wounded grayling. Leadeyed bunny and deceiver patterns were also handy. All
flies should be tied on 1/0 to 4/0-sized hooks.

SURFACE ACTION: Another victim of the
‘squirrel-skater’ fly.

(BOTTOM) DON’T TELL YOUR MATES: A chunky
taimen gets released.
(RIGHT) UNDERWATER VIEW: A taimen-eyeview of a rodent surface fly.
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DESTINATION: MONGOLIA

Clearwater pike

(RIGHT) TWITCHIN’: The boys work it from
the boat.
(LEFT) BIG CITY LIGHT: Beautiful morning
light as we depart Ulaanbaater.

Besides the giant taimen, there are
several other willing species in this same
Mongolian river system. Lenok and grayling,
often preyed upon by the taimen, are great
fun on lighter rods. No more than five
minutes after dropping my bags at the
camp, I had landed several of both fish.
Each morning and afternoon, they would
happily rise to small flies right in front of
the camp. Despite their small mouths, larger
lenok often attacked our squirrel flies,
embracing any opportunity for food with a
cold winter ahead.

A surprising highlight was the northern
pike fishing. Several guides casually
mentioned there were pike in the river and
we decided to give it a try.
The pike live in the clear backwaters
of the main river and offer exciting sight
fishing to large fish. After some precarious
log-hopping, we found our way into a section
of water that was home to friendly pike. As
we worked surface flies through the likely
weed gaps, huge bow waves would encroach
on the area, revealing their position. “Here
it comes!” I called to Robbie as a fish
travelled 10m to claim his fly. After a big hit
from the surface and a strong fight, Robbie

was happy to claim a 1.15m specimen in his
first session.
We enjoyed the pike so much we returned
for more the next day. Sadly, this time we
forgot the wire trace, and with teeth that
made quick work of 60lb monofilament line,
we didn’t stand a chance with the larger fish.
Mongolia not only delivered a unique
fishing experience, but so much more.
Endless wild countryside, friendly locals
and undisturbed night skies with more stars
than I have ever seen, left me marvelling
at this beautiful country. Like many fishing
tales I have the one that got away – but
hopefully not for long.

(LEFT) GET TO THE CHOPPER: Loading the
crew into the MI-8 chopper.
(MIDDLE) MY HUMPS: Alice the camel has
two humps.
(RIGHT) BIG FISH: You can never get too
carried away with taimen flies...

Mongolia not
only delivered a
unique fishing
experience, but so
much more

STRAIGHT OUT OF THE BROCHURE: Serenity
at its finest.

Join
us this year
Joshua Hutchins will return to Mongolia with Sweetwater Travel in

search of more taimen in September 2016. If you’d like to join the hosted
trip and experience the adventure of chasing taimen, you can find all
travel details at aussieflyfisher.com
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